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A unique factorization theory for labelled combinatorial objects is developed and 
applied to enumerate several families of objects, including certain families of set 
partitions, permutations, graphs, and collections of subintervals of [l, n]. The 
theory involves a notion of irreducibility with respect to set partitions and the 
enumeration formulas that arise result from a generalization of the well-known 
“exponential formula.” ((‘8 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCT~~N 
A basic technique in combinatorial enumeration is the identification of 
families of naturally occurring irreducibles into which objects can be 
decomposed and from which they can be uniquely reconstructed. A collec- 
tion of objects can then be enumerated in terms of the irreducibles into 
which its members factor, and vice versa. The purpose of this paper is to 
describe a general theory of irreducibility that includes as special cases 
many seemingly diverse examples of “naturally occurring” irreducibles, to 
discuss the conditions under which the theory gives unique factorization, 
and to present (and apply) the resulting general enumeration formulas. 
The notion of irreducibility in this theory depends on a family 9 of set 
partitions. When 9 satisfies certain conditions, each object can be uniquely 
factored into Y-irreducible components which induce a partition of the 
object’s vertex set. The kinds of partitions that can arise as component- 
induced partitions with respect to a given family 9 determine the formulas 
that apply when enumerating objects in terms of 9-irreducibles. 
For instance, the family of partitions induced by connected components 
of graphs on n vertices or by cycles of permutations of [n] = { 1,2,..., n} 
consists of all partitions of [n], and the formula that applies in such cases 
is the well-known “exponential formula” A(x) = exp(Z(x)) (first proved for 
graphs by Riddell [20]), where ,4(x) and Z(x) are the (exponential) 
generating functions for all objects in certain families (e.g., graphs, per- 
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mutations, etc.) and the irreducible objects (e.g., connected graphs, cyclic 
permutations, etc.), respectively. 
We will present examples of naturally arising families of combinatorial 
objects in which the sets of partitions that arise as component-induced par- 
titions do not include all partitions. For these families, other formulas will 
enumerate the “all? in terms of irreducibles. In particular, we will consider 
the case of objects whose irreducible components induce noncrossing par- 
titions and the case where the induced partitions have interval blocks. We 
will find that the formulas in these two cases, analogous to Riddell’s for- 
mula, that relate the (ordinary) generating functions for “alls” and 
irreducibles are A(x) = 1 + Z(xA(x)) and A(x) = (1 -I(x)) - ‘, respectively. 
The first formula appears to be new in the enumeration of combinatorial 
objects, as does the observation that noncrossing partitions play an impor- 
tant and natural role in a large class of problems, many of which do not 
yield easily to standard techniques. We will give several applications of the 
first formula to the enumeration of objects in this class, as well as new 
applications of the second formula. 
Several authors have developed general theories in which the exponential 
formula can be viewed. Among them are Bender and Goldman [2], 
Doubilet, Rota, and Stanley [S], Foata and Schiitzenberger [13], Foata 
[12], Garsia and Joni [14], Joyal [ 151, and Stanley [21]. The framework 
we have chosen, “the P-complex,” to describe our factorization is a 
generalization of Foata and Schiitzenberger’s “compost! partitionnel.” 
In Section 2, we will give the basic definitions and discuss one of the 
conditions a partition family 9 must satisfy in order for unique fac- 
torization into 8-irreducibles to hold. 
In Section 3, we will discuss a family of partitions, the 9Gonfinked par- 
titions, that can be associated with a given P and we will show that the 
partitions induced by P-irreducible components of objects are P-nonlinked 
partitions. We will prove in Section 4 our unique factorization theorem 
which says that, when 9 satisfies certain conditions, every object can be 
uniquely factored into a collection of P-irreducibles and a P-nonlinked 
partition. 
In Section 5, we will introduce a formal structure, the 8-complex, and in 
this setting prove general enumeration formulas for objects in terms of 9- 
irreducibles. In Sections 6 and 7, we will give examples of combinatorial 
objects that have naturally occurring irreducibles with respect to the 
families of noncrossing partitions and partitions with interval blocks, 
respectively, and we will use the formulas of Section 5 to enumerate them. 
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2. IRREDUCIBILITY WITH RESPECT TO A FAMILY OF PARTITIONS 
In this section we give the basic definitions for our theory of 
irreducibility and discuss a property that a family 9’ of partitions must 
satisfy in order for unique Y-factorization to hold. 
The theory applies to combinatorial objects that can be viewed as 
hypergraphs (although the results are purely combinatorial, the Ianguage 
of graph theory is useful), such as permutations, partitions, labelled graphs, 
and collections of intervals. A hypergraph H is a nonempty collection of 
distinct subsets e,, e,,..., ek of positive integers, called edges. H is nontrivial 
if it has more than one edge. A subhypergraph H’ of H is a subcollection of 
the edges of H. The elements of an edge ei, are called the vertices of ei, and 
the elements of V(H’) = U,,, H, e, are the vertices of the subhypergraph H’. 
We will say that a set partition P reduces a hypergraph H if every edge of 
H is contained in a block of P, not all edges in the same block. If 9 is a 
family of partitions, then H is P-reducible if there exists a PEG that 
reduces H, otherwise H is 2?-irreducible. The Y-irreducible components of H 
are its maximal P-irreducible subhypergraphs. It will follow from Theorem 
3.1 that every edge of H is contained in a unique P-irreducible component. 
If PE B reduces the hypergraph {e,, ej}, then P separates e, and ej, and 
the edges ej and ej are 9-nonlinked. If {e;, e,} is P-irreducible, then the 
edges e, and ei are Y-linked. 
For example, if a graph G is viewed as a hypergraph by associating with 
each edge (x, JJ) of G, the subset (x, y} and with each isolated point z of G, 
the subset {-f -1, then G is U-irreducible iff it is connected, where 
n=tJP72, Z7, and n,, is the family of all partitions of [n]. 
As another example, consider the family of complete pairings of [n], that 
is, partitions of [n] into blocks of cardinality 2, called pairs. A complete 
pairing is called a linked diagram if there is no proper subset of its pairs 
whose union is a subinterval of [n]. The complete pairing represented in 
Fig. 2.2 is a linked diagram, but the one in Fig. 2.1 is not. 
Let 9 = UnaI YH,, where 9, is the family of all partitions of [n] that con- 
sist of exactly 2 blocks: one a subinterval I of [n] and the other its com- 
plement [n] -I. If we view a complete pairing H as a hypergraph whose 
edges are the pairs of H, then H is Y-irreducible iff it is a linked diagram. 
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FIGURE 2.2 
Consider the family JV = U n a1 UK of noncrossing partitions (a partition 
is noncrossing if there are no integers a < b < c < d with a and c in one 
block and b and d in another block). Noncrossing partitions were first 
studied by Kreweras [ 171 and later by Poupard [ 191 and Edelman 
[9-l 11. It is also true that a complete pairing is M-irreducible iff it is a 
linked diagram. 
Two familes, 9 and 2, of partitions will be called equivalent, denoted 
??’ N Z?, if for every hypergraph H, H is g-irreducible iff it is Z&irreducible. It 
is easy to show that Y and JV are equivalent, 
As a third example of irreducibility, consider collections of (not 
necessarily distinct) subintervals of [ 1, n] of the form [a, b] = 
(X 1 a<xQb}, where 1 <a<b<n and a, 6, and n are integers. Such a 
collection C can be viewed as a hypergraph by associating with each inter- 
val the subset of integers that it contains. If Y is the family of partitions of 
the form { 1, 2 ,..., j), ( j + l,..,, n}, then C is Y-irreducible iff it covers 
[ 1, n] (i.e., iff VIE c I = [ 1, n] ). The collection of intervals in Fig. 2.4 is 
Y-irreducible; the collection in Fig. 2.3 is not. 
Another family of partitions that reflects this same notion of 
irreducibility is $J = U fnan, where yH is the set of partitions of [n] whose 
blocks are intervals. It is easily shown that Y and f are equivalent. 
The P-link graph L?+(H) of H is the graph whose vertices are the edges 
of H, in which two vertices are adjacent iff they are g-linked. In certain 
special cases, the Y-link graph turns out to be well known For example, 
the n-link graph of a graph G (with no isolated points) is the line graph of 
G, the Y-link graph of a complete pairing is the intersection graph for its 
FIGURE 2.3 
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set of arcs, and the Y-link graph of a collection C of intervals is the inter- 
val graph of C. 
For certain 9, the notion of P-irreducibility corresponds to that of con- 
nectivity of the P-link graph, however, this is not true in general. For 
example, let 9 be the family of partitions of { 1, 2,..., 6) in which every 
block has exactly three elements and consider the hypergraph 
H={e,,e2,e3}, where e,={l,2}, e,={3,4), and e3= {5,6). In this 
case, H is P-irreducible, however, TJH) is totally disconnected. 
A family 9 of partitions satisfies the uniform separation property if every 
nontrivial hypergraph H that contains an edge which is P-nonlinked to 
each of the other edges of H is P-reducible. It was shown in [ 11 that the 
condition that 9 satisfies this property is necessary and suflicient for the 
&irreducible components of a hypergraph to correspond to the connected 
components of its P-link graph. The uniform separation property is of 
interest here because it is necessary for the unique factorization of 
hypergraphs. 
It is not difficult to show that the partition families 9, ZZ, f, N, and Y 
satisfy the uniform separation property but that the family of partitions of 
(1, 2 ,..., 6) described above does not. 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of the unique factorization 
theorem of Section 4; we remark that is was also used in [ 1 ] in the proof 
of the relationship mentioned above between irreducibility and link graph 
connectedness. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 9 be a family of partitions that satisfies the uniform 
separation property. If E and F are nonempty hypergraphs such that E v F is 
g-irreducible, then there are an e E E and f E F that are Y-linked. 
Proof We will show that if there are no such e and f, then there is a 
subhypergraph F c F whose vertex set is nonlinked with each edge in 
(E u F) - F. Since .P satisfies the uniform separation property, this implies 
that H = { V(F)} u ((E u F) - F) is P-reducible. This is impossible, since 
any partition that reduces H would also reduce E u F. 
Let e,, ez,..., e, be the edges of E. If e, is linked to an f E F then we are 
done. Otherwise, since 9 satisfies the uniform separation property, 
(e, } u F is P-reducible. Let P’ E 9 be a partition that reduces {e, } u F, let 
B’ be a block of P’ that contains edges of F but does not contain e,, and 
let F, be the set of edges of F contained in B’. Then V(F, ) is nonlinked 
with every edge in {e,} u F- F,. 
If e2 is linked to an f e F,, then we are done. Otherwise, a partition 
P2 E 9 reduces (e2 > u F, . Let B2 be a block of Pz that contains edges of F, , 
but does not contain e2 and let F2 c F, c F be the set of edges of F, in B2. 
Then V(F,) is nonlinked with e2 and every edge in F, - F2. Furthermore, 
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since V(F,)E V(F,), P’ separates V(F,) from every edge in {e,} u F-F,. 
Thus V( F2) is nonlinked with every edge in {e, , e2 ) u F - F,. 
If there is no i 6 n such that ej is linked with an j’~ F, then we can con- 
struct in this manner a sequence of subhypergraphs F, G F, ~ 1 c . . . E F2 G 
F, c F such that for every i= 1, n, V(FJ is nonlinked with every edge in 
1 el, e2,-., ei> u F- Fi. From the remarks at the beginning of the proof, 
with F = F,,, this implies that Eu F is reducible, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, for some 16 i 6 n, ei is linked to an edge of F and the proof is 
complete. 1 
3. NONLINKED PARTITIONS 
In this section, we discuss a special family of partitions, the @nonfinked 
partitions, that is associated with a given partition family 9. The proofs of 
the results here are straightforward and are omitted. 
We view a partition P as a hypergraph whose edges are the blocks of P. 
We call P S-nonlinked if no two of its edges are P-linked. Nonlinked par- 
titions are important in our study of irreducibility because they are induced 
by the irreducible components of hypergraphs. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 9 be a family of partitions and let H be a hypergraph 
with Y-irreducible components H,, H, ,..., H,. Then V( H,), V(H,) ,..., V( H,) 
is a partition of V(H) and this partition is Y-nonlinked. 
With a given 9, we associate the family 9* of 9-nonlinked partitions. 
More specifically, if S, , S, ,..., are sets such that 9 = tJi 9(Si), where P(Si) 
is a family of partitions of S;, let 9*(Si) be the family of all P-nonlinked 
partitions of S;. The family P* = U .P*(Si) will be called the nonlinked 
closure of 9. In most of our examples, 9 (and therefore 9*) will be a 
family of partitions of the sets S;= [i] (i= 1, 2,...). 
It can be shown that the nonlinked closure of Y is the family JV” of non- 
crossing partitions, the nonlinked closure of r is the family f of partitions 
with interval blocks, and the nonlinked closure of 17 is 17 itself, where the 
underlying sets in each of these cases are the sets Si = [il. 
LEMMA 3.2. If 9 is a family of partitions, then 9** = 9*. 
Since Y* = JV and F* = 2, it follows from the lemma that Jf* = JV 
and %* = 2. Any family 9 of partitions for which cP* = 9 will be called 
nonlink-closed. 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.3, as long as 9 satisfies the uniform 
separation property, irreducibility can always be expressed with respect to 
a nonlink-closed partition family (although this may not always be the 
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most natural way to express a pre-existing concept of irreducibility; e.g., the 
definition of a linked diagram leads one more naturally to irreducibility 
with respect to Y than with respect to N). 
LEMMA 3.3. If .?F’ satisfies the uniform separation property, then Y-9*. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If 9 and ~2 are families of partitions (of the same sets) 
that satisfy the uniform separation property then g-2 iff Pp* = .2?*. 
It was shown in [l] that if P satisfies the uniform separation property, 
then the family 8*(S) of P-nonlinked partitions of a set S forms a lattice 
under refinement. The meet of P, Q E P*(S) is the ordinary meet in the lat- 
tice Z7(S) of all partitions of S and the join of P and Q is the P-nonlinked 
partition induced by the P-irreducible components of the join of P and Q 
in n(S). The special case Y*( [n]) of noncrossing partitions of [n] was 
first shown to be a lattice by Kreweras [17]. 
4. UNIQUE FACTORIZATION 
In this section we prove that when 9 satisfies certain conditions, every 
hypergraph can be uniquely factored into a collection of .Y-irreducibles and 
a $P-nonlinked partition. This factorization implies a unique construction 
of objects from irreducibles and nonlinked partitions which is useful in 
enumeration. 
If H is a hypergraph with vertices u, < v2 < ... < vi and U is a set with 
elements uI < u2 < ... < ui, then we define the labelledproduct (H, U) to be 
the hypergraph obtained by relabelling vi E V(H) with ui E U (Vi E [j]). 
More explicitly, let f: V(H) -+ U be given by f (u;) = U; (i E [ j] ). Then 
(H, U) consists of all edges of the form f(e)= { f(oi,), f(ujz),...,f(uik)), 
where e = {vi,, viz ,..., ui,> is an edge of H. For example, if H is the complete 
pairing shown in Fig. 4.1, and U = { 6,7, 10, 11 }, then (H, U) is the com- 
plete pairing shown in Fig. 4.2. If B is a family of partitions such that H is 
P-reducible iff (H, U) is P-reducible then we will say that P-reducibility is 
preserved under labelled products. It is not difficult to show that N, 9, 2, 
Y, and 17 are examples of such families. 
Let 9 be a family of partitions and let H be a hypergraph. A P-fac- 
torization of H is an expression (I,, P,)(Z,, P2) *.. (Z,, P,), where 
1 3 4 8 6 7 10 11 
FIGURE 4.1 FIGURE 4.2 
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(a) I,, Zz,..., Zj are P-irreducible hypergraphs with V(Zi) of the form 
[nil, i= l,j. 
(b) P,, Pz,..., P, are blocks that form a 8-nonlinked partition of 
V(H) (if 9 is nonlink-closed and contains partitions of the set V(H), then 
this partition is in 9). 
(c) (Zi, Pi) are labelled products, i= l,j, such that H= (I,, P,) u 
(12, PJU ‘.. u (I,, P,). 
A P-factorization of H shows explicitly a collection of irreducibles and a 
partition from which H can be constructed. The irreducibles Z1,..., Ij will be 
called the 9-factors of H. 
In Fig. 4.3 we show a complete pairing H and in Fig. 4.4 we give an 
Y-factorization of H. It will follow from Theorem 4.1 that this Y-fac- 
torization is unique. 
Note that if the partitions that appear in factorizations were not restric- 
ted to be nonlinked partitions, then factorizations would not necessarily be 
unique. For example, if the partition with blocks P, = (1, 5), P, = (2, 121, 
P, = (3,4}, P, = (6, 11 }, P, = { 7,8,9, 101 (which is not Y-nonlinked) 
were allowed in Y-factorizations, then (H,, P,)(H,, PJ ... (HSr P,), where 
H 1 >...> H, are the linked diagrams in Fig. 4.5, would be another Y-fac- 
torizaton of the complete pairing of Fig. 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Unique Factorization). Zf 9 is a family of partitions 
such that 
(i) .9’-reducibility is preserved under labelled products, 
(ii) 9 satisfies the uniform separation property, 
then every hypergraph H has a unique 8-factorization. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
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Proof Let Ci, i= 1, j, be the P-irreducible components of ZZ. From 
Theorem 3.1, P= V(C,) ,..., V(C) is a 9-nonlinked partition of V(H). Let 
ni = 1 P’( C,)l. For each ie [ j], relabel the vertices of Ci with the set [nil to 
form the hypergraph Z, = ( Ci, [nil). Since P-reducibility is preserved under 
labelled products, Ii is P-irreducible. Thus, F= (I,, V( C,))(Z,, V(C,)) . . . 
(Z,, V(C,)) is a P-factorization of ZZ. 
We claim this factorization is unique. Suppose F = (Hi, Q , )( H,, Q,) . . . 
(H,, Q,) is also a P-factorization of ZZ. Then each Hi is P-irreducible with 
V(H,) = [mi] for some mi, Q = Q,, Q2,..., Ql is a P?-nonlinked partition, 
and H= uf= i (Hi, Q;). We will show that each term in this factorization is 
a P-irreducible component of H. 
Let 1 < i 6 1. Since Hi is S-irreducible, it follows from (i) that (Hi, Qi) is 
P-irreducible. Suppose E is a subhypergraph of H, disjoint from (Hi, Q,), 
such that Eu (Hi, Q;) is g-irreducible. If E # 0, then from Lemma 2.1, 
since d satisfies the uniform separation property, there are edges 
f~ (Hi, Q,) and e E E that are S-linked. But e E (HA, Qh) for some h # i and 
since Q is P-nonlinked, 9’ separates the blocks Qj and Ql, and therefore 9 
separates e and f: Thus e and f cannot be Y-linked. Therefore, E = 0 and 
(Hi, Qi) is a maximal P-irreducible subhypergraph of H, that is, a 
Y-irreducible component of H. 
Since H = u;=, (H,, Q,), every component (I,, I’( C,)) appears exactly 
once in F’. Therefore F= F and the proof is complete. t 
From the proof of the unique factorization theorem, we see that the 
terms (I,, P,) in a P-factorization are the P-irreducible components. The 
P-factors Zi are the components with their vertex sets collapsed to sets of 
the form [nil. 
Families of partitions that satisfy the hypotheses of this theorem will be 
called unique factorization families. N‘, Y, 2, Y’, and ZZ are examples of 
such families. 
5. ENUMERATION FORMULAS FOR THE ~-COMPLEX 
In this section, we define the P-complex of a family of hypergraphs. We 
give enumeration formulas for the P-complex for a general family B of 
partitions and for the special partition families ZZ, J+‘“, and $ discussed 
previously. Among our results are the generating function identities men- 
tioned in Section 1. 
Many families of hypergraphs can be viewed as P-complexes of one of 
their subfamilies, for some P’, and can thus be enumerated using the for- 
mulas developed in this section. We will give examples of such families in 
Sections 6 and 7. 
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If 9 is a family of partitions, Pn will denote the set of partitions of [n] in 
9. If 2 is a family of hypergraphs, Xn will denote the set of hypergraphs in 
2 with n vertices. For the remainder of the paper, we will assume that 
every hypergraph with n vertices has vertex set [n], unless otherwise 
stated. 
Let p=Unal Pn be a family of partitions and let 9 be a family of 
hypergraphs. We define the B-complex of 4 of order n, denoted by (P’),, 
to be the set of all abelian words of the form (I,, Pr)(Z,, P2)... (I,, Pk), 
where 
(a) I I 1, z ,..., Zk are hypergraphs in 9, 
(b) P= P,, P, ,..., Pk is a partition that belongs to Pn’,, 
(c) ( V(Z;)( = 1 PiI for i= 1, k. 
The S-complex of 9 is defined by U,,(9”)n. The terms (Ii, Pi) will be 
called components. 
AS such, the Y-complex is a purely formal structure. However, if we 
interpret the terms (Z;, Pi) as labelled products of Ii and Pi, and identify the 
word (II, P,)(Z,, Pz)‘..(Z,, Pk) with the hypergraph (I,, P,)u 
(12, P*) u . . * u (Zk, Pk), then the P-complex of 9 consists of hypergraphs 
formed by relabelling hypergraphs in 9 with the blocks of partitions in 9. 
In the case where 9 = ZZ, the family of all partitions, we have the com- 
post! partitionnel of Foata and Schiitzenberger [ 131. The P-complex is a 
generalization of the compose partitionnel to the case where the partitions 
used for relabelling are restricted to those belonging to 9. Garsia and Joni 
[ 141 generalized the compose partitionnel further by allowing P,, Pz,..., Pk 
to be objects other than blocks of partitions. One of the purposes in their 
generalization was to give a general setting in which to obtain various 
“types” of polynomial sequences, e.g., binomial, “Newjonian,” Eulerian, 
and q-nomial. We will focus here on the case where the P,, P2,..., P, are 
blocks of nonlinked partitions since this arises naturally in the study of 
irreducibility. 
The families ZZ, ./1/^, and 2 are the nonlinked closures for certain unique 
factorization families and thus the ZZ-complex, ,/l/“-complex, and f-corn- 
plex will be of special interest to us. We will refer to the ZZ-complex or 
compose partitionnel as the partitional complex and we will use the terms 
noncrossing complex and interval complex for the 1- and $-complex, 
respectively. 
Let 9 be a unique factorization family and, as before, let 9* be the non- 
linked closure of 9. If 9 is a family of P-irreducibles, then every word 
(I,, P:) ... (I,, Pz) in the 9*-complex of 9 is the P-factorization of a 
hypergraph whose P-factors are in 9, specifically, the hypergraph 
H = us_, (Ii, PF). Conversely, the P-factorization of a hypergraph with 
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P-factors in 9 is in the .Y*-complex of f. If we identify each hypergraph 
with its unique P-factorization, we have the following: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 4 be a family of Y-irreducible hypergraphs, where 9 
is a unique factorization family. Then the 8*-complex of 9 is the family of 
all hypergraphs whose S-factors are in 9. 
Less formally, this says that the 9*-complex of a family 9 of 
8-irreducibles is the family of all hypergraphs that are built by relabelling 
the irreducibles of 9 with blocks of 9-nonlinked partitions. 
The theorems that follow give enumeration formulas for the number of 
words in the P-complex of 4. The first theorem applies to any family B of 
partitions, the other two are restricted to 9 that satisfy certain conditions. 
As corollaries we obtain enumeration formulas for I7, JV, and 9. We will 
use the following notation: 
a,,, = number of words in (P’), that have k components, 
for n 3 1, 
a,= 1, 
in = Ml, 
r Js) = the number of partitions in 9’ of type s = (sir sz,..., s,) 
(a partition has type s if it has exactly si 
blocks with i elements). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let 4 be a family of hypergraphs and let IS? be the 
.Y-complex of 9, where 9 is any family of partitions. Then 
an,k = 1 tfP(s) i’;’ . . . i:, 
where the sum is over all n-tuples (s,, sZ...., s,) of nonnegative integers such 
that n = C is, and k = C si. 
Proof. The proof is obvious and is omitted here. 1 
It is well known that in the case 9 = I7 the number of partitions of type 
(sI, h..., s,) is 
I 
tn(s) = (s, !)(s, !). . . (3, !);; !)“I (2!)“2.. . (n!)“’ 
Kreweras [17] showed that the number of noncrossing partitions of type 
(s,, s2,..., s,) is 
t. v(s) = 
(nh- I 
s,!s2!...s,!’ 
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where k = C;= 1 si and (n)k- I = n!/(n -k + l)!. It is easy to show that the 
number of partitions of type (si, Q,..., s,) with interval blocks is 
In each of these cases, we can identify functions f, and r so that the num- 
ber t9(s) has the special form 
t,(s) = fits1 + sz + . . . sn) 
(s,! sz!...s,!)(r;‘r3...r~)’ 
In cases where t9(s) has this form, we have the following corollary. We use 
the notation C,. g(x) to represent the coefficient of xn in the power series 
expansion of g(x). 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let 9 be a family of partitions for which tY(s) = 
fn(sl+sz+ ... +s,)/((~~!s~!...s,!)(r~r~ ... rz)) for some functions f”(k) 
and r], where n = 1 is, and k = x s ;. Let 9 be a family of hypergraphs and 
let Z(x) = En2 1 inxn/rn. Then 
f (k) a n.k =,* C,.z(X)k. 




where the sum is over n-tuples (s,,..., s,) of nonnegative integers with 
n = C is, and k = C si. From this, we obtain 
where the sum is over k-tuples (n,,..., nk) of positive integers such that 
n = C ni and a(n, ,..., nk) is the number of distinct k-tuples with exactly si of 
the nis equal to i. Clearly a(n 1 ,..., nk) is the multinomial coefficient 
k!/.s,!*..s,!. Thus 
ank fn(k) =-&...k 
and (5.1) follows. 1 
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We note the following facts: (1) the form of the relatonship in (5.1) 
depends only on the fn)s and (2) the “correct” choice of the generating 
function Z(x) (e.g., exponential, ordinary, etc.) depends only on the r’s 
Our first corollary is just the exponential formula, but we include it here 
for completeness. It follows from Corollary 5.3 with fn(k) = n! and rj =j!. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let a be the partitional complex of a family 9 of 
hypergraphs and let Z(x) = 2, r 1 i,x”/n!. Then 
a wk o.k = n! c,. 7 
and 
a, = n! C,. exp(Z(x)). 
In the noncrossing case, by taking f,(k) = (n)k ~, and ri E 1, we find 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let a be the noncrossing complex of a family 9 of 
hypergraphs and let Z(x) = C, z , i,x”. Then 
and 
a.=& C,.(l +Z(x))“+‘. 
Finally, in the case where all blocks are intervals, with f,(k) =k! and 
ri = 1, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let Ql be the interval complex of a family 9 of 
hypergraphs and let Z(x) = C,, >, i,xn. Then 
an.k = C.rnz(x)k (5.4) 
and 
(5.5) 




k=, k-1 ‘kan-k* i > 
(5.6) 
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The next theorem generalizes this formula to the setting of the S-complex, 
in cases where 9 is nonlink-closed (in light of Lemma 3.3. this restriction 
does not limit the theorem’s usefulness here). In addition to Eq. (5.6) for 
the partitional complex, we obtain as corollaries a recurrence for use in the 
interval complex and a new functional equation (5.12) that relates the 
(ordinary) generating functions Z(X) and ,4(x) for the noncrossing complex. 
If 9 is a family of partitions and B c [n J, let 9& be the set of partitions 
in ?$ of which B is a block. It was shown in [ 1 ] that if 9 is nonlink-closed 
and satisfies the uniform separation property, then 9Hln.B is a lattice under 
refinement. Therefore, if 9n,s # 0, then there is a maximum partition in 9$ 
of which B is a block. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let .c? = IJ, C+ be a nonlink-closed unique factorization 
family and let 6X be the C?‘-complex of a family 3 of hypergraphs. Then 
(5.7) 
where the sum is over all subsets B, of [n] that contain the element 1 and 
where M(B,) = B,, B2,..., Bj is the maximum partition of [n] in B of which 
B, is a block. 
Proof. To every P = P,, P2,..., P, E .c??~‘,, there correspond ilpl, ilpZl . . . i,,, 
words in aIn. Therefore 
a, = 1 iiP,l ilP,i . . ii,,,. (5.8) 
PE9” 
We change this to a sum over subsets B, c [In] that contain, say, the 
element 1, 
a, = C C ibell iiP,i . . . ilpkl. 
lcB,LCn] PEb”,B, 
B, = P, 
Since each P = B,, P*,..., Pk in the sum is a refinement of the partition 
MB,) = B, , Bs,..., Bi, we may renumber and group the blocks of P as 
B,, (P:. P:,..., P&,, (P:, p: ,..., P:,), . . . . (P:, Pj2, . . . . pi,,,, 
so that P’ = Pi, P:,..., Pi, is a partition of the block B, (I= 2, j). Thus 
a,= lEB~Inl pez,, ils,l(i,~,...il~:,l)...(i~pl~.‘.i~p,,~). (5.9) 
n 1 
Each P E c??~,~, is 9-nonlinked (since 8* = 9) and thus the partitions P’ 
(1 = 2,j) are S-nonlinked partitions of BI. Since !?? is a unique factorization 
family, the partitions of the sets [ 1 B, I] given by the labelled products 
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(P’, [ lB1/]) are also 8-nonlinked and therefore in Pie,, (since P* =P). 
Furthermore, it is not difficult to show that for every collection { Q’}j= 2 of 
partitions, Q’E glle,, , the partition of [n] with blocks B,, (Q2, B2), 
(Q3, B3) ,..., (Q, B,), where (Q’, B,) are labelled products, is S-nonlinked 
and thus in L??~,~,. Therefore, we can change (5.9) to a sum over collections 
{ Q’}j=, of partitions with Q’E flB,,, 
a,= ,y 1 i,e,,(i,Q~,...i,Qi~,)...(i,r?l,,..’i,Q/I,,) 
I E B, c [n] [Q’:;-2 
= c ili?,l 
i 
c ‘ia;I”‘i,Q:2, ... c ~l,il”‘k$,l 
I E E, c [nl Q’t.*,B~l I i Q’ E “1NjI 
If we combine this with Eq. (5.8), we have 
a, = c ile,ials21 . . . +,I 
1 t B, i [n] 
and the proof is complete. 1 
Equation (5.6) is derived from the theorem in the case of the partitional 
complex as follows, For a set B with 1 E BE [n], the maximum partition in 
I7, of which B is a block is the partition B, [n] - B. From the theorem, 
a, = c il~l~lCnl-BI 
1 E BC [n] 
In the case of the interval complex, we have 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let @ he the interval complex of a family 9 of 
hypergraphs. Then 
a,= f iIan-,. (5.10) 
I= 1 
ProoJ This is derived from the theorem by noting that a set B with 
1 E BE [n] is a block of a partition in $n iff B = (1, 2 ,..., f} for some 1, 
1 < 16 n and that for such a B, the maximum partition in fn of which B is a 
block is M(B) = (1, 2 ,..., I), {I+ l,..., n}. 1 
In the noncrossing case, let B= { 1, bZ, b3,..., bk} E [n], where 
1 <b,< .*. d b,. Then the maximum noncrossing partition M(B) of [n] 
of which B is a block is the partition B, { 2 ,..., b2 - 1 }, {bz + l,..., b3 - 1 } ,..., 
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12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
FIGURE 5.1 
{bx + l,..., n), where some of these blocks may be empty. For example, if 
B= { 1, 56, 12) and IZ = 14, then M(B) is shown in Fig. 5.1. 
For every B E [n] that contains 1, the sizes of the blocks of M(B) deter- 
mine an I = ) B 1 and a composition (ordered partition) of the integer n - I 
into 1 nonnegative parts n - I= n, + n2 + . . + nl. Furthermore, for every 1, 
1 < I < n, and composition of n - I into nonnegative parts, there is a unique 
set B with 1 E BE [n] and JBJ = I such that the blocks of M(B) have car- 
dinalities 1, n,, n2,..., n,. Therefore, we can express Eq. (5.7) as 
a,= i ifan, ... a,,. (5.11) 
/=l n,+“-+n,=n--/ 
l720 
The following corollary follows immediately from (5.11): 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let 13 be the noncrossing complex of a family 9 of 
hypewaphs. If A (x ) = C, a o a,x”, where a, = 1, and Z(x) = I,,> 1 i,,xn, then 
A(x) = 1 + Z(xA(x)). (5.12) 
In the next corollary, we apply the Lagrange inversion formula to solve 
for i, explicitly. 
COROLLARY 5.10. Let 6E be the noncrossing complex of a family 4 of 
hypergraphs and let A(x) = C,, a o a,x”. Then for n > 1, 
-1 




Proof Suppose t and 4 are such that x= tcj(x). Then from the 
Lagrange inversion formula, 
A(x)=A(O)+ c d”-l 
n.&,dx”-l 
(5.14) 
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If we choose t = xA(x) and 4(x) = l/A(x), then x = t&x) and (5.14) holds. 
From (5.12), A(x) = 1 + 1(t) and therefore, 
I(t)= 1 d”’ $$ = ;. 
n>l d-c”- [ 1 x0. 
From this, the result can be obtained. 1 
6. APPLICATIONS OF THE NONCROSSING COMPLEX 
In this section, we give examples of families of hypergraphs, including 
partitions, noncrossing partitions, permutations, and graphs, that are the 
noncrossing complexes of their subfamilies of Y-irreducibles and we apply 
the formulas of the last section for enumeration. We will give examples of 
objects that can be enumerated using the interval complex in the next sec- 
tion. Unless otherwise stated, the results in these sections are believed to be 
new. Examples of partitional complexes are well known and can be found, 
for example, in [2, 5, 12, 221. 
6A. Partitions 
The idea of a linked diagram, or irreducible complete pairing, was 
generalized by Wilf to a notion of irreducibility for any partition. A par- 
tition of [n] is irreducible iff no union of its blocks is a proper subinterval 
of [n]. If we view a partition as a hypergraph whose edges are its blocks, 
then this definition is equivalent to that of Y-irreducibility. 
The next theorem will enable us to enumerate irreducible partitions. It 
follows from Theorem 5.1, with 9 = Y (since sP* = N). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A4 be a set of positive integers and let a, be the set of 
partitions of [n] whose blocks each have cardinality in M. Let 9” be the set 
of irreducible partitions in a,. Then @ = u,,>, GE,, is the noncrossing com- 
plex of .a= lJnz, &. 
It follows that with a, = Ia,J and i, = l.YJ, Eqs. (5.3), (5.12), and (5.13) 
can be used to enumerate various families of irreducible partitions. We now 
give some examples of applications of Theorem 6.1. 
EXAMPLE 6.2 (Irreducible partitions). If M= { 1, 2,...}, then from the 
theorem, the family LZ of all partitions is the noncrossing complex of the 
family 9 of all irreducible partitions. The a,‘s are the Bell numbers and 
Eq. (5.13) determines the number i, of irreducible partitions of [n]. We 
remark that the usual generating function exp(e” - 1) for Bell numbers is 
582a/38/2-4 
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the exponential generating function, so it can not be substituted for A(x) in 
(5.13), which holds only for ordinary generating functions. 
Bender and Richmond [4] have recently shown that i,/a,-log n/n. 
EXAMPLE 6.3 (Linked diagrams). If M= {2}, then the theorem says 
that the family of complete pairings is the noncrossing complex of the 
family of linked diagrams. 
Several authors have studied the enumeration of linked diagrams. Kleit- 
man [ 161 determined that i,/a,-e- ‘; Stein [23] found a recurrence for i, 
from which Riordan, using generating functions, found the recurrence 
(n-2) n--l . 
in=-j- ,c, ‘kzn-k; (6.1) 
and Nijenhuis and Wilf [18] gave a constructive combinatorial proof of 
(6.1). 
From the theory of the noncrossing complex, Eqs. (5.3) (5.12), and 
(5.13) apply to enumerate linked diagrams. In particular, using values for i, 
computed from (6.1) or (5.13), Eq. (5.3) determines the number an.k of 
complete pairings with n vertices and k “linked components”. 
EXAMPLE 6.4 (Linked k-diagrams). We can extend the definition of a 
linked diagram as follows. First, define a partition to be k-regular iff each 
of its blocks has cardinality k. Then define a linked k-diagram to be an 
irreducible k-regular partition. 
If M= {k}, then from Theorem 6.1, the family of k-regular partitions is 
the noncrossing complex of the family of linked k-diagrams and therefore 
the generating functions for the two families are related by (5.12). 
The a,‘s can be determined by recognizing the family of k-regular par- 
titions as the partitional complex of 9 = ( [k] j and applying the exponen- 
tial formula. The result is 
($I! 
0’ 
for n =jk, 
0 otherwise. 
Combining these values with Eq. (5.13) we can determine the numbers i, of 
linked k-diagrams on n vertices. From Eq. (5.3) we can determine the num- 
ber of k-regular partitions with a fixed number of linked components. 
Bender and Richmond [3] have recently obtained asymptotic results for 
i, using Eq. (5.13) and a theorem they proved for determining asymptotic 
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expansions for coefficients of (1 + A(x))“” + 8, where A(X) is a formal power 
series with rapidly growing coefftcients, and CI # 0 and /3 are complex num- 
bers. 
EXAMPLE 6.5 (Other block cardinality restrictions). We can determine, 
using the partitional complex and the exponential formula, the total num- 
ber of partitions of [n] whose blocks each have cardinality in some set M, 
and thus we can always determine from Theorem 6.1 the number of 
irreducible partitions of [n] whose blocks have cardinality in A4. 
EXAMPLE 6.6 (Partitions with component cardinality specifications). 
So far, we have used the noncrossing complex only to enumerate 
irreducible partitions with various block size restrictions. We can, of 
course, determine the noncrossing complex of any collection 9 of 
irreducible partitions. 
Suppose, for example, we let .a be the family of irreducible partitions of 
the sets [n], for all n in some set Nc Z+. Since we know, from Example 
6.2, the number i, of irreducible partitions of [n] in 4, we can apply 
Corollary 5.5 to determine the number a, of partitions of [n] whose com- 
ponents have cardinality in N. 
6B. Noncrossing Partitions 
It is interesting to observe that the theory of the noncrossing complex 
can be used to determine the number of noncrossing partitions themselves. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let A4 be a set of positive integers, let a,, be the family of 
all noncrossing partitions of [n], whose blocks each have cardinality in M 
and let 4 = {[ml I m E M}. Then a = U 12’” is the noncrossing complex of 
9. Furthermore, 
‘4(x)= l-t- 1 (xA(x))“, (6.2) 
lF7EM 
where A(x)=C,., a,.~” is the generating function for a:,, and 
1 n + 1 
an,k =- 
( >( 
# compositions of n into k parts 
n+l k where each part belongs to M > ’ 
(6.3) 
where a,,& is the number of partitions in a, which have k blocks. 
Proof The Y-irreducible components of a noncrossing partition are its 
blocks and therefore its Y-factors are simply partitions of the form [j]. 
Thus, from Theorem 5.1 with 9 = 9, d is the noncrossing complex of 3. 
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With i, = 1 for n E M and 0 otherwise, Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3) follow from 
(5.12) and (5.3), respectively. 1 
We now give some examples of applications of this theorem. 
EXAMPLE 6.8 (Noncrossing partitions of [n] ). To enumerate all non- 
crossing partitions, we let A4 = ( 1, 2,...) and a, be the number of noncross- 
ing partitions of [n]. From (6.2) we have 




The coefficient of x” in (6.4) is the nth Catalan number 
1 2n a =- n 
( 1 n+l Iz’ 
Kreweras [ 171 and Edelman [9] found that the number of noncrossing 
partitions of n into k blocks is (;)( k 1 I )/n. This result could also be derived 
from (6.3) with M= (1, 2 ,... }. 
EXAMPLE 6.9 (Noncrossing complete pairings). If we let A4 = { 2) in 
Theorem 6.7, then LX is the family of complete pairings in which no arcs 
cross. If A(x) is the generating function for la,,l, then from (6.2), 
A(x) = 1 + [x/l(x)]*. (6.5) 
From (6.5), we can determine that u2,, is the nth Catalan number. This 
could be expected, since there is an obvious bijection between noncrossing 
complete pairings and legal parenthesizations. 
EXAMPLE 6.10 (k-divisible noncrossing partitions). Edelman [9] 
defined a k-divisible noncrossing partition to be a noncrossing partition in 
which the cardinality of each block is divisible by k, k 2 1, and he deter- 
mined the number a,,,j of such partitions of [nk] with j blocks. 
His result can also be obtained by using the theory of the noncrossing 
complex. If we let A4 = (k, 2k, 3k ,... } in Theorem 6.7, we have 
-- 
ank.j - 
# compositions of nk into j 
parts, where each part is in A4 
=: (j”“l)(;). 
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6C. Permutations 
If (T is a permutation of [n], we call an interval I $ [n] an invariant sub- 
interval for d iff a(Z) = I. For example, I= (3,4, 5,6} is an invariant sub- 
interval for the permutation (r = (1,8, 7,2)(3,5)(4,6), however, the per- 
mutation z = (1,6,7,2)(3, 5)(4,8) has no invariant subintervals. We will 
use the theories of irreducibility and the noncrossing complex to determine 
the number of permutations with no invariant subintervals. 
We view a permutation 0 of [n] as a directed hypergraph whose edges 
are the ordered sets {i, o(i)}, i = 1, n. We define a directed hypergraph to be 
p-irreducible iff the associated hypergraph obtained by ignoring the orien- 
tations of its edges is P-irreducible. Theorem 5.1 has the following 
analogue in the directed case: 
THEOREM 6.11. If 9 is a unique factorization family, then the 9’*-com- 
plex of a family 9 of g-irreducible directed hypergraphs is the collection of 
directed hypergraphs whose 9-factors are in Y. 
We remark that similar analogues hold for hypergraphs that come 
equipped with other properties that are unchanged by relabelling, for 
example, colored graphs and forests of rooted trees. 
Returning to permutations, we have 
LEMMA 6.12. A permutation o of [n], has an invariant subinterval iff it is 
Y-reducible. 
THEOREM 6.13. Let ol,, be the family of all permutations of [n] and let& 
be its subfamily of permutations of [n] with no invariant subintervals. Then 
ol = U a, is the noncrossing complex of the.family 9 = U 3” and 
-1 1 
‘“=(n cXn A(x)“-’ (n > 11, (6.6) 
where A(x)=C,2,n!xo and i,= I&l. 
Proof From Lemma 6.12, 9 is the family of Y-irreducible per- 
mutations and thus the Y-factors of any 0 ~a are in 9. On the other 
hand, any directed hypergraph whose Y-factors are in 9 is clearly a per- 
mutation. It follows from Theorem 6.11 that ol is the noncrossing complex 
of 9. Equation (6.6) follows from Corollary 5.13. 1 
Using Eq. (5.13) and the theorem of theirs previously mentioned, Bender 
and Richmond [3] have shown that i, = n!/e + O((n - 1 )!). Thus, the per- 
mutations that fix no subinterval and those that fix no point 
(derangements) are asymptotically equi-numerous. 
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6D. Graphs 
FIGURE 6.1 
We saw in Section 2 that the n-irreducible components of a graph 
correspond to its connected components. We can also determine Y- 
irreducible components of a graph. A graph is shown in Fig. 6.1 and its Y- 
components are indicated. 
For families of hypergraphs, such as graphs, that have a preexisting 
notion of &irreducibility, such as connectedness, it is sometimes useful to 
view Y-irreducibility in terms of n-irreducibility, rather than to go back to 
the basic definition. The following lemma enables us to do this: 
LEMMA 6.14. Let H be a hypergraph with n vertices and with Ll- 
irreducible components C,, C, ,..., Ci. H is Y-reducible iff there is a sub- 
collection H’ = {C,,, Ci *,..., C,,) of Ll-components such that V(H’) = 
U CiEH’ V(C;) is a (proper) subinterval of [In]. 
Proof The proof is straightforward and is omitted here. 1 
The following theorem shows how the noncrossing complex is related to 
graphs. We view a graph as a hypergraph as in Section 2. 
THEOREM 6.15. Let 4 be the family of all (labelfed) graphs with vertex 
sets [n] and let & be the family of G E 9& with the property that there is no 
subcollection of connected components of G whose vertices form a subinterval 
of [n]. Then Y = U, 3,, is the noncrossing complex of 9 = IJ 9,. Further- 
more, 
-1 1 
in = (n G 7 A(x)“- 
for n> 1, (6.7) 
where i, = l&(,1 and A(x) = C, 3O 2(;) xn. 
Proof, From Lemma 6.14, f is the family of Y-irreducible graphs and 
thus the Y-factors of any GE 3 are in 9. On the other hand, if the Y-fac- 
tors of a hypergraph H are in 9, then clearly H is in Y. It follows from 
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Theorem 6.11 that Y is the noncrossing complex of 3. Equation (6.7) 
(2 follows from (5.13), since 141 =2 . 1 
7. Interval Compositions 
In this section, we give examples of families of objects that arise naturally 
as interval complexes of f-irreducibles. 
EXAMPLE 7.1 (Collection of intervals of real numbers). If C is a collec- 
tion ofsubintervals of [l,n]=(xERj l<x<.n}, then Ccovers [l,nJ if 
(JIG c I= [ 1, n]. In this example, we determine the number of collections of 
(distinct) subintervals of [ 1, n] that cover [ 1, n]. All subintervals are of the 
form [a, b] = {X E R 1 a d x d h}, where a and b are distinct integers. 
As in Section 2, we could view a collection of subintervals of [ 1, n] as a 
hypergraph by associating with each interval the subset of integers that it 
contains, but then, the vertex set of the associated hypergraph would not 
necessarily equal [n]. To apply the theory of the interval complex, we want 
hypergraphs whose vertex sets are of the form [n]. Therefore, with a 
collection C of subintervals of [n] we associate the hypergraph H(C), 
where H(C) consists of all edges of the form {a, a + I,..., b) and {m ), 
where [a, b] E C and m E { jl Jo [n] and j$ lJleC I} Thus, C corresponds 
uniquely to a hypergraph with vertex set [n]. 
For example, if C is the collection of 5 subintervals of [ 1, 121 shown 
in Fig. 7.1, then H(C) is the hypergraph of 9 subsets of [ 121 indicated in 
Fig. 7.2. 
The proof of the following lemma is immediate. 
LEMMA 7.2. A collection C of subintervals of [ 1, n], n > 2, covers [ 1, n] 
iff the hypergraph H(C) is y-irreducible. 
The next theorem will enable us to enumerate collections of subintervals 
that cover [ 1, n]. It follows from Lemma 7.2 and Theorem 5.1. 
C I- , 1 
t - 
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THEOREM 7.3. Let a,, be the family of all hypergraphs of the form H(C), 
where C is a collection of subintervals of [ 1, n]. Let & = {H(C) E a,, 1 C 
covers [l, n]}, f or n > 1, and let Y, consist of the hypergraph { 11. Then 
a=LJn>l a, is the interval complex of 3 = U,,>, 9”. 
COROLLARY 7.4. rf i, is the number of collections of subintervals of 
[ 1, n] that cover [l, n], then 
Equivalently, 
i, = C,, 1 - -!- 
A(x) 
(n22). (7.1) 
where A(x) = C, a O 2(;) xn. 
ProoJ From the theorem and Eq. (5.10), with la,1 =2(I) it follows 
that 
k=l 
The values I&l and i, are equal except that I&l = 1, while i, = 0. Thus 
i~=2(;)_,(“;‘)_~~’ ik2(“lk) 
k=2 
Equation (7.1) follows from (5.5). 1 
EXAMPLE 7.5 (Indecomposable permutations). A permutation 0 of [n] 
is decomposable if there is a set J= { 1, 2,...,j} with j < n such that o(J) = J. 
For example, the permutation (1, 3)(2,4)(5,6) is decomposable. 
Formulas for the number of indecomposable permutations are known 
(cf. [6]). We indicate here how they can be obtained by using the theories 
of irreducibility and the interval complex. As in Section 6C, we view a per- 
mutation as a directed hypergraph whose edges are the ordered sets 
{i, a(i)), i= 1, n. Using the definition of irreducibility of directed 
hypergraphs given in that section, the following lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA 7.6. A permutation of [n] is indecomposable iff it is 
f-irreducible. 
It follows that the $-factors of a permutation are indecomposable per- 
mutations and that the %-components are indecomposable permutations 
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that have been relabelled with intervals. Therefore, from Theorem 6.11, we 
have 
THEDREM 7.7. The family G5 of permutations of the sets [n] is the inter- 
val complex of the family 9 of indecomposable permutations. 
Let A(x) =CnaO n! xn and Z(x) = C nZ 1 i,x* be the generating functions 
for the number of permutations and indecomposable permutations of [n]. 
Then from Theorem 7.7. and Eq. (5.5), we have 
1 
Z(x) = 1 --. 
At-x) 
Comtet [7] has computed asymptotics for the coefficients i, in this 
equation, when a, = n! (see [6], p. 294, No. 16). 
Equation (5.10) yields the simple recurrence 
n! = f i,(n - I)! 
I= I 
for the number of indecomposable permutations. Using the values obtained 
from this recurrence and Eq. (5.4), we can obtain the number an,k of per- 
mutations of [n] with k interval components. 
EXAMPLE 7.8 (Complete pairings and graphs). d-irreducible or 
indecomposable complete pairings are those in which no set { 1, 2,...,j}, 
jc II, is completely paired. f-irreducible or indecomposable graphs are 
those in which no proper subcollection of connected components has the 
vertex set { 1, 2,..., j}, j < n. The y-components are indicated for the com- 
plete pairing in Fig. 7.3 and the graph in Fig. 7.4. Formulas (5.10) and (5.4) 
1234567 819 10 11 12 1 $3 14 15 16 
FIGURE 7.3 
FIGURE 7.4 
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can be used to determine the number of indecomposables and the number 
of objects with a fixed number of y-components in each of these examples. 
Indecomposable partitions, indecomposable noncrossing complete pairings, 
etc., could be defined and enumerated similarly. 
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